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Our wire mesh locker range is ideal if you are looking for a secure 

but visible storage facility for staff personal effects and equipment. 

Manufactured from strong steel mesh with a protective zinc layer 

this mesh storage locker will not rust or weather in a harsh working 

environment and allows for complete air circulation throughout. 

These quality wire mesh lockers are suited to a range of workplaces 

such as construction, schools, sports facilities, healthcare, prisons, 

oil rigs, fisheries and many more. 

 

Excellent Ventilation    High Visual Security    Ideal For Most Applications    Bright Zinc Plated    Secure Storage Locker 

 Electroplated bright zinc finish 

 Can be manufactured with or without doors 

 All lockers have fixing brackets which can be fixed on to the wall, 

floor or back to back 

 Sloping tops available for above the locker 

 Available in singles and nests of 2, 3 or 4 

 Choose from single, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 door options 

 Choice of 3 depths: 305mm, 381mm, 450mm 

 150mm legs included 

WIRE MESH LOCKER FEATURES 

 Single tier lockers come complete with hat shelf and coat hook or rail 

 Two tier lockers come complete with coat hook and rail 

 All doors are supplied with a hasp & staple locking device 

 Wire mesh lockers also available in colours: red, blue, green, yellow 
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MULTI COMPARTMENT LOCKERS 

 
 Multi—compartment lockers very popular with schools, 

academies and various workplaces 

 Available with or without doors 

 Alternative to a standard mesh locker as saves on space 

 Bright zinc finish or colour of your choice 

 Choose from 8, 12, 16, 20 or 40 compartments 

 Storage locker ideal for personal items, bags, clothing, 

work equipment 

 Suitable to store industrial equipment such as  hard hats & 

tools 

 Food industry can store wellingtons and wet garments 

 Drip trays available to stop residue transferring between 

compartments 


